Janet Laurence and Angela Palmer are highly respected artists and this show sees them exhibit alongside each other for the first time. A number of crossovers become clear through these artists long and distinguished careers; both consider the natural world, and our perception of it, with a keen eye for scientific detail and a representation of natural processes. They work at times on monumental scale; Palmer is perhaps best known in recent years for her piece, ‘The Ghost Forest’, a group of 10 mighty rainforest tree stumps with their roots intact, which she brought from a logged virgin rainforest in Africa and exhibited in Trafalgar Square, Copenhagen, Oxford and Wales. Laurence has also brought her large-scale site-specific work to London, notably her installation at the Australian War Memorial on Hyde Park Corner, a sweeping 55 metre-long installation in engraved granite and bronze.

The exhibition’s title, Anthropocene (from the Greek anthropo – ‘man’, and cene –‘new’), is the name used to denote the proposed new geological era due to supersede the current Holocene epoch as a formal scientific recognition of the prevailing and irrevocable impact of human life on earth.

The insight of artists is taken very seriously by the scientific community. Palmer’s pieces appear in the Wellcome Collection and the Smithsonian Museum; Janet Laurence is a member of several conservation bodies and has work in numerous scientific foundations. Her influence is recognised currently in the Paris Climate Change talks for which she is presenting a large-scale installation in the Museum of Natural History in Paris. The piece, entitled Deep Breathing, imagines a resuscitation unit for the Great Barrier Reef. It’s a fascinating work that approaches its subject in a way that is impassioned and very beautiful. The pieces in our exhibition form a part of that project, examining the impact of human behaviour on the reef and, more broadly, the ways in which we see our relationship to the planet’s processes.

Angela Palmer presents a collection of sculptures based around the geological history as seen through the unique geological formations of the British Isles. The United Kingdom is rare in boasting rock types from every geological period of history and Palmer presents all different phases through a three-dimensional sculptural ‘spine’ of the country. Spanning 2000 million years, each period is represented by monumental rocks: starting with a 2000 million-year-old pre Cambrian rock sourced from North West Scotland, the ‘spine’ goes from granite to limestone, from sandstone to slate, finally arriving to the youngest rocks found in southern England around 60 million years ago and ending with a boulder-shaped sculpture to represent the Anthropocene age. Constructed in mirror-polished steel, the reflective surface of this last piece confronts the individual culpability of the viewer. Palmer is working on a large-scale installation of the same subject, which will take the form of a monumental public art piece.

Artists have always been at the vanguard of environmental debate. The Romantics of the Industrial Revolution considered nature to be the home of the human soul, and more recently the monumental land artists working in the 1960s, showed a concern with the landscape beyond mere representation. Artists such as Nancy Holt and Robert Smithson were concerned with the temporary nature of the environment, its delicacy and entropy, and how its finite nature can be extended to include humankind.

Since the first photographs of the whole of the Earth in the 1960s, we are compelled to consider the Earth as something delicate, fallible. The issue of our adverse affect on the planet is no longer in question, and as a result art concerned with the environment is getting more interesting, thoughtful and prescient.

Janet Laurence and Angela Palmer succinctly capture the human-level issues of the broader environmental debate. Palmer’s pieces speak to our own sense of locality; what is our local stone, what is our personal responsibility - while Laurence’s work asks us to imagine the ways in which we can nurture, protect and cherish the natural world.
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